A professional,
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and affordable
way to bring
Shakespeare
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room.
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MACBETH
ROMEO & JULIET
UNDEAD MACBETH:
AN INTERACTIVE
COMEDY FORUM

“It is a sad truth that most students studying
Shakespeare in secondary schools will not see
a live production during their education. The
Dire Theatre is committed to ensuring that live,
quality theatre is accessible to everyone.”

The Plays.
On offer from term 2, 2021.
MACBETH Blood. Witches. Murder.
Macbeth is one of the most popular of
Shakespeare's tragedies and with good reason. It's
dark and macabre. It's occult and severe. It's full of
all the things that make theatre great; witches,
murder, prophesy, blood, and sword fights.

ROMEO & JULIET Undoubtedly Shakespeare's
most famous tragedy, Romeo and Juliet is a tale of
not only love but of woe. Every character in this
play is subject to torment in some degree; no one
escapes the repercussions of the principal
characters’ pure, immediate, and titanic love.

UNDEAD MACBETH Given his history with ‘The
Bard’, William Tuggle, a five hundred year old
vampire, is forced to lead a troupe of reluctant
undead as they complete their community
service. The vampires examine the best bits of
Macbeth in an attempt to educate audiences and
pay off their debt to society. Spoiler, there will be
blood.

The Project.
The Dire Theatre Company Shakespeare Project is
designed to bring quality, professional
productions of Shakespeare's greatest plays to
high schools that otherwise may not have the
chance to witness the work of ‘The Bard’ live on
stage.
Each performance is accompanied by a Q&A with
the cast wherein students and teachers are
encouraged to engage in a forum style discourse.
The incursion model practiced by The Dire Theatre
Company Shakespeare Project ensures that
students have the opportunity to see some of
Shakespeare's greatest plays performed live at
their school.
Each production of a Dire Theatre Company
Shakespeare Project has been developed by
professional artists and current working English
and Drama teachers from both the public and
private sectors. This is to ensure that the
production experienced by students is not only
entertaining but also tailored to be educationally
assessed in a secondary school context.

The Product.
The Dire Theatre has two distinct and exciting
arms of the company, both of which provide
quality performances to The Dire Theatre
Company Shakespeare Project.

The Red Wolves of the Dire Theatre performing
troupe offer up exciting takes on traditional
Shakespeare plays, while the Purple Wolves of the
SHEkespeare troupe present some of
Shakespeare's finest works completely inverted
from classical tradition by having their work
performed by an all female cast.

Both of these unique takes on classic literature
open up a plethora of avenues for students to
consider and debate the works of ‘The Bard’, with
the benefit of having the actors hang around after
the show to help discuss and explore.

The People.
The Dire Theatre Company Shakespeare Project is
staffed by professionals. Everybody from the
directors, to the actors, to the stage crew, to the
consultants, are trained professionals with
recognized qualifications.
Our talented team currently hail from up and
down the east coast of Australia, from Byron Bay
to Nowra and even as far inland as Wagga
Wagga.

The Price.
It is a sad truth that most students studying
Shakespeare in secondary schools will not see a
live production during their education. This is
more true in the public system. The Dire Theatre is
committed to ensuring that live, quality theatre is
not withheld from anyone, which is why our costs
are not only competitive with other touring
companies, but also negotiable. The Dire Theatre
is happy to negotiate costs in an effort to try and
make a visit to your school possible. We have a
set price list with terms for our visits, but if your
school needs to chat directly to us and try to
organise other avenues to get your students
access to our work please contact us!

Standard Pricing.
The Dire Theatre is dedicated to providing young
people with a genuine theatre experience. This is
why we are open to negotiation regarding our
prices. If it is possible, we will make it happen.
Solutions come in many forms and we are
confident that we can find one specific to your
needs.

STANDARD SHOWING
This includes a tour tailored full length
production. Each show runtime depends on the
specific production but generally between 70-120
minutes with Q&A afterwards.
A maximum of 150 students at a base price of
$1100, with an additional $8 per head up to a
maximum of 200 students.

FORUM SHOWING
A scene and theme focused performance. Each
performance is interactive in the style of
Augusto Boal's Forum theatre and encourages
students to become involved onstage and off.
Run time 60 minutes.
A maximum of 100 students at a base price of
$990, with an additional $8 per head up to a
maximum of 140 students.

The Pitch.
The Dire Theatre Company prides itself on
producing quality art with social relevance.

We also strive to facilitate art in the most
accessible way possible ensuring that art in
all of it's forms remains available to all.
The Dire Theatre Shakespeare Project is an
inexpensive regional alternative to the big
city touring companies, that delivers what it
promises: quality, educational theatre at
affordable prices, suited to everyone. We
want your students to love Shakespeare's
work as much as we do.
Contact us and let’s start a discussion.
www.thediretheatre.com
thediretheatre@gmail.com

PH: 0447 195 953

